1.
This note is a brief report on some research conducted by the author and E.F. Infante in 1971. A complete report on this same research is scheduled to appear in a separate article [1] , Let f be a given function continuously mapping the real line R into itself. Let X be a given non-negative real number. 
By a solution of (1) we mean a function u having the properties just specified .
Our primary goal in studying (1) is to determine the asymptotic behavior of solutions u of (1) as t -»• +°°. The investigation takes place under the following hypotheses concerning f . In that which follows we shall let X denote the space of all C -smooth we mean a function u eX such that U,(t)u. = U Q for all te[0,+°°). By virtue of (H^), the origin <j> = 0 in X is an equilibrium solution of (1) for every Xe[0,+°°).
To discuss the existence of other equilibrium solutions for (1), we 4»OO O introduce a sequence of real numbers {X } . by setting X = n /f'(0) n n=l n for each integer n >_ 1. By virtue of (H 2 ), we have 0 < X < X < ... < X < ... . We are now ready to state our first theorem. On the basis of Assertion (ii) in Theorem 1, we may state that, for any integer n >_ 1, the two equilibrium solutions u~(A) bifurcate from the zero solution as A increases from A . n Now we come to our second theorem. (1) is unstable. For any AeCA.. ,-f-°°), the solutions u~(A) are each asymptotically stable in the sense of Liapunov.
Finally, for any integer n >_ 2 and any AeEA ,+°°), the solutions u~(A) are each unstable. shall not repeat the proofs here but shall rather confine ourselves to making the following remarks .
Our approach to studying Eqs. (1) is to interpret (1) as a dynamical system on X and then to apply certain methods associated with the Liapunov theory of stability. The methods we have in mind are set forth in [2] , [3] and [U] and are often referred to as the invariance principle in stability theory.
An essential tool in our use of the invariance principle is the following Liapunov functional: Theorem 3 is established using arguments from the classical theory of calculus of variations. We shall not attempt to describe these arguments here.
